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Self-orgnization takes place in a specific kind of dynamical systems - e.g. from physics, chemistry
or biology - which operate in the view of physics far from thermo-dynamical equilibrium searching for
quasi-stable internal states. Such a system can be excited by a wide range of stimuli which it accepts
together with influences from outside world as compact input for an internal reflection on its complete
actual situation (taking into account the system's total history and actual situation as well). The
reflection informs fluently about something that has been created completely new, the system produces
information in the fullest sense of the word.
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Informing in subsequent discussions means a process creating something new, which was formerly unknown
and is apparently appropriate to build knowledge. This kind of information is generated by self-organization, it
is considered pragmatically, which brings about context depenclent. originating meanings; their pragmatism will
base on syntax- and semantics-aspects as well. Processes of mere signal-handling will mostly neglect the
meaning of information for the purpose of concentration on statistical aspects only (SHAI\NOI\ & WEAVER),
these kinds of processes are not under consideration crrrrently.

Self-organization can be observed in the behaviour of specific dynamical systems which reside in states far
from thermo-dynamical equilibrium where the evolution is confronted with so called bifurcations. At the
bifurcation-points the system is forced to consider several competitive development-paths in order to take the
appropriate one finally. These proceedings enable generations of new qualities and place the process in a position
to provide new information. One can say, such a process will fluently generate new events and this flow of events
is to be understood as an information-flow. Because the generating processes are self-organizing, their
information-product must be self-organized too. Therefore processes providing infbrmation and self-organizing
processes are equivalent in current context.

An organization system - theoretically may be specified as relations (causalities) between specific causes and
associated effects - is realized by an intermediate system whicir reacts quasi-passively on the stimuli from
outside. Causality only exists a^s a pre-planned transformation whiclr tolerates stimuli without any incitements
of the system for a self-contained modification-work.

Compared with organization, self-organizing systems will show its self- contained initiative, in which
mediation between cause (input) and effect (output) takes the decisive influence. Theoretical onsets came from
W. HOFKIRCHNER i ir based on former discussions from e.g. H.HAKEN [1 A 2], S. A. KAUFFMAN [ ] or
i. PRIGOGINE [7]. Input is no more necessary and sufficient for a specified outprrt, it is only necessary for it. The
system determines its influence on the proper causality by mirroring the cause (input) in a specific way and
finally selects the appropriate effect. Withorrt input (initiation) there will be no output (effect), but a cause will
only partially decide about the effect, the system reflects the cause and then decides about the final effect. The
system makes decisions and this decision-making is nothing less than the generation of information. The effect is
separated from the cause by a quality- and level-jump. Self-organization is at an origin of information.

The differences between organizing and self-organizing systems may be summarized by the following scheme
between terms and appropriate activities acting on them:

I O(organization-system) O(self-organization-syetem)

i l(realized on base o0

ariable a

|(accepts)
f (reproduces) |(creates)

l(rejects)
|(unable to create)

I O(specified input) O(specified output) O(-specified input) O(vadable input) O(conterü extraneous input ) |

L Main Ditrerences belween Organization and Self-Organiation )

3" Setf-Organization under ConsideratiCIns"

Self-organization in following discussions will happen in physical, chemical or biological systems operating
far from thermo-dynamical equilibrium working towards pseudo-stable states. They will be represented by a
system of n differential equations of first order in time for ro coupled time-dependent variables. The variables
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representing phvsical entities will be modified by ;, r ,:., .; ., parameters simulating the environmental influence
on the system. The system's internal states will happen due to the integration of the variables which in turn are
influenced by modified parameters.

O(self-organizing system) o a
|(realized by) |(driven by) + +

a(" n € ßtr* " dependent, -linear DG's of first order in time) o a a
O(initial conditions) o

l(for) +
O(integration) a

l(evaluating) l(o0 + +
|(producing) + +

O(" n € N* " timedependent variables) o I o
O(time-dependent system-internal modes) O(parameter-dependelll!&Inq!!9!§trlcturq o a

f(representing) |(are modified by) |(describing) +
O(timedependentphysical entities) a(" 0 < p < n " parameters) O(flowlines) a

|(introducing) |(contained in) I
O(parameter-dependent environmental influence) a(" R" ") a

f(scaled by) +
O(n-dimensional coordinate-system " {xt, x2, x3, ...} ") a

+(with) J
O(axes conesponding to proper variables) o

A General Characterization of Self-Organization

Associated with its interrral dynamics the system created a flexible data-structure which can be understood
as information generated by the system as consequence of the stimuli manufactured by its internal processing.

3.1. A general Characterization of Information-Structure generated by
Self-Organization.

Depending on its environmental parameters a self-organizing system will form statements about the effects
from its internal development on account of stimr-rli (causes) acting initiatively. The system will permanently
inform about its internal reflections while it is constantly developing.

The generated information-structure is built of three aspect-levels (syntactical, semantic and pragmatic
aspects) in hierarchal order. The syntactical level contains a set of basic entities together with their fundamental
interrelationships. On semantic level meaningful amalgamations are formed on the base of elements from
syntactical level. The pragmatic level finally detects highlights - appropriate for an actual analysis - within the
permanently developing information flow, directly or indirectly depending on the elements of the semantics. The
following interaction-scheme may give some insight into this mechanism.

O(information-structure) o
J&ierarchicallv built bv) +

O(pragmatic aspects) o a
l(select ftom n combines appropriately) +

O(semantic aspects) o a o
l(select from n combine appropriately) +

O(swtactical aspects) o a
l(specify) l(ntenelate)
f (information-entities) I

|(adequate for) + I
O(self-organizing process) O(information+ntities) l(expressions) O(information-complexes) a o

l(on) ! +
O(theoretical base)

O(parameter-base) O(parameter-range) a o
l(during) +

O(integration of variables) o
Hierarchv lnformation-Strucfitre generated bv a self-orqanizins Systern
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4. Self-Organization studied in more Details by the LOEENZ-
Systern"

The general remarks on self-organizing systems will now be discussed by the specific example of a fluid-cell,
initially modelled by E. N. LORENZ (1963) [1] and later on intensively investigated on numerical base by C.
SPARROW [8]. The so-called LoRtrNz-system may briefly be sketched by the following interaction-scheme.

O(fluid-cell)

! l$anned up) t(cooled dorvn) l(performs) |

O(3 coupled, -linear DG's of first order in lime)

O(cartesian coordinate system " {x,y,z}')
f(containing) |(adapted to)

O(variable " x ")

O(variable " y ")

O(variable " z ")

|(representing)

i l(coupled with a modified by) l(together with) i

O(parameter="r")

O(parameter= " b ")

I l(representing) i

I a(environmental-influence on system-behaviour) i

I LOREüZ-SFtem,ExampleofSelf-Organization-Processes

The results from numerical integrations of the LORENZ-system numerical obtained from investigations of
C, SPARRO\Ä,/ ,,r1 31s considered in essence as appropriate for the discussions of the self-organization and the
information-structure generated by the proper processes. The scope of ,:: : is only partially required to support
the outcomes of the subsequent discussions. The following considerations are mainly concentrated on parameter-
values ,' ':',r. :i , ,^, , : and '.1 ':' 't '- ''ir, a paramcter-ranp;e which E. 1\. LORENZ in : ,, had already been fbcussed
on 1963.

5, Information-Structure generated by tkre LORENZ*Systern"

The LORENZ-system numerically integrated with regard to its variables (which on their parts are modified
by the environmental parameters) will stepwise generate a data-structure, which - as already mentioned - is to
be understood as information the proper self-organization*process is attending to. State of information-
development is adequate to the number of integration-steps and modification-extent of the environmental
parameters. This means, the more integration-steps and modifications of the parameters have been carried out
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the more information about the process will be available. The information-outcome is ordered hierarchically into
levels of syntactical, semantic and pragmatic aspects.

5.1.1. Syntactical Aspects, Structure-Elements and their Properties.

The entities of the Iowest hierarchical level - the syntactical aspects - can be derived on theoretical base only.
initially they start from original properties and relationships. These properties and relationships maybe confined
or appropriately extended for the necessities of semantic aspects.

Ii.; .,i . ...r.:-ili:r-.i;i: ;;lir:i,. ,1._l;r: ii:i: lri'l. if i, .:; .

In order to identify orbits in subsequent discussions individually a symbolic description of the following kind
is appropriate. As earlier mentioned, orbits will spiral around the positive . axis and important for each of them
arethenumbersof consecutiverevolutionsperformedin::;.,.tl;',.':, :'i,of ,i::.Eachtimeai.: ;,. {ii event
happens a" i|t. 'is inserted in the orbit's individual syrnbol-seqllence I r ;';, i and for each r.r: --:. 11: '-.event a " i, 'is
inserted into i::r ' r.l. For non-periodic orbits therefore an interchanged series of consecutive il '' or i,':,, with
different lengths will compose its private symbol-sequence. In case of a periodic orbit the symbol-sequence is
periodic with respect to the i;'- and i. series (of possibly different lengths) and only one of these periods is
needed for the symbolic description of the orbit.

O(orbit) O(periodic orbit) O(-periodic orbit) o
|(identified by) l(rotating) +

l(number of consecutive revolutions) O o
O(p-times) O(random number of revolutions)

l(in) + + +
O("x>0"of "IR3 ") o o

I(follotrved by) +
O(qtimes) O{random number of revolutions)

Tl(n)
of'x<0"of"lR3 ") o I

(structure-elements ) O

l(comprehend) +
O(trajectories) a a o

O(shtionary points) a a
!{reoresent} t(wind clockwise around) l(show) l(violating) l(exist as} +

f(starting on) +(tending towards) + + E

o(flowlines in ß.*) o(" z > 0 ") o(" x = 0, y = 0, z I 0 ") o(" (x,y,z) = 9 "1 a a E
O(transient behaviour) /-

I E
O(recunent behaviour) I a I

l(represented by) I + I
O(one way) O(sinks)

l(passing through) l(willstay on) l(terminating in) + t +
OC [x.-x^, y.-y 

^, z.-z^1") O(' x = 0, y = 0, z ) 0 ") O(' (x,y,z) = 0 ") O o I
O(orbit) o t I

|(existing as) |(keeps -changed for) + + I
O(periodic orbit) o a I I

O(symmetry-operation " (x,y) * (-x.-y) ") I
O(-periodic orbit) o I

|(counts) + E
|(exist as) L

O(rotations around " z ) 0 ") o I
T

O(intercections with appropriate plane in R3) O(symmetric pairs) o E
O(saddle-points)

Synfactical-Aspecfs, Sfructure-Elemenß and their Prapertix
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f(occuning -finitely in) 
Ii O(modifications) i

+{expressed by}

§t@tclstirr,9!9loJhitr

f(for example expressed by)

I a(consecutive " R's ) e(consecutive " L's ") O(" k(re) = (RpLq).... ") O(" k(re) = RRRLRRLLLLR.... ") 
§ a

O(" k{re} = {RPLq) ')

i; . :j " i;; r,.. I ; l ;,r. : l §, I r : .tuq iii-;q:,.r i,:,. "

So far the LORtrNZ-system's immanent entities and relationships with their original properties have been
specified as the syntactical base for a dynamical information-structure. Now will be demonstrated by special
extracts (in order to show the principles) how the information-structure will be further evaluated if the
LoRENz-equations are step*wise integrated under influence of changing parameters. These processes may add
new properties and relations to the original syntactical ones appropriate for the particular needs of the semantics
and will gather the entities in a meaningful kind of amalgamations as semantics aspects.

: . .. ' . . j

First semantic aspects are concerned within the space-area where all syntactical enJities must reside and all
their interesting development will take place. This area called the non-wandering-set is of zero-volume and
shaped as an ellipsoid depending on the environmental parameters in size. Pairs of closely starting trajectories
sometimes may show sensitivity on initial conditions in the area. The attracting part of the non-wandering-set
is called strange-invariant-set described by an appropriate return-map which orbits permanently leads back to
an associated return-plane in :i': '.

Cardinalities of the complete set of trajectories forming the information-structure are considered (one-
ways- and orbit-sets) as well a structure orbits have to pass through when they permanently are leaded back to
the return-plane. Stable and/or rmstable manifolds in will decide between non-stable saddle-points or stable
sink-points among set of the stationary points.

O(-wandering-set)
O(pairs of adiacent elements from -variant set)

l(comprehends) *(valid for) I(out oD § l
i l(conrains) I

O(recunent fl ow.behaviour)

Of zf 0"A" V(o,r,b)')

-stable manifold in R
O(stationary points)

I l(are) l(for) t(define) t(contains) I

I O(stability properties of stationary points) |

(*= =1.1,7=l))= §

(" (x = *[b(r.l]l%, y = r.1, z= 0) = Cz ")

o(-countable -finity)

l(counhble -finity)
: +(within) +(as) +(associated with) Lli +(o0 i

by) intersec'ted

-variant
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)ounded set of zero-volume in R,

O(attracting subset) O(return-map)

+(
O(one ways)

O(periodic orbits)

O(-periodic orbits)

') +(r{illbe structured into) t(
o(ellipsoid)

O(volume of " b'1f /(b-ol ") O(volume of " b'?fl(b-1) ")
O( volume of " 4nr' ") O(CANTOR-seI)

tl(sensitive dependence on initial conditions)

+(ifl
)+(

O('{b > 2o) A (o S'l)") O(" (b 2 2) n (o t 1} ")
O(othenrise) O(alternate CANTOR-set)

l(increasing number of integration-steps)

When:'.> ithereisa:i*dimalsionalsheetof initialpoints -i-t:,;.1 .;:.:''1 -inli{''(thestablemanifoldof theorigin
ir.;q,;:l ,.. il) f16p which trajectories tend towards the origin. The stable manifold of the origin divides lR:i into two
halves. Trajectories starting in one halve of the space tend towards { 1,, trajectories starting in alternate part of
the space tend towards f.,*.,. Trajectories starting on stable manifold of the origin tend towards the origin. As soon
as i:i.li:ti ... r' ,:. ?,1 .? i becomes, the flow-behaviour will bifurcate (in the original homoclinic explosion), which
causes trajectories to cross over. Trajectories are attracted now by for the time being alternate stationary point.

For i .-- : .:. .i.i. ?'!, the stationary points {:.: i n. {.'; are stable points, iater on ;' } f :i.7.1 both will become non-
stable saddle-points.

O(original homodinic explosion)

l(means)
O('(x, Y, z) = 0 ")

o(" C, ")
o(" ür ")

l(is)

O(sink)
O(saddle-point)

|(has)
O(trajectories)

O(original homoclinic orbit)

+(

O(stable manifold in " IR3 ")

O(-stable manifold) I

|(into) l

l(in) l

O(" (x, Y, z) = 0 ")

|(vrithin)
aC'0<r<1") O("1<r")

1< r <24.74

+(

+(

+(

l(for)

+(

§ernanfib-Aspecfg Residence of Sfructure-Elements and
Sy ste m -im m an e n t P ro p erties
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13.926 < r<24.74

Semanfic-Äspects, Sfaäilf.ty of stationary Poinß, original homocllnic arbit

5.2.3. H0PF-Bifurcation.

For the parameter-range 13.926 < r < 24.74 one may find two non-stable periodic orbits from the strange
invariant set which were born in the first homoclinic explosion. The period of the orbits is relatively short, they
pa,ss somewhere near the origin (r, y, ,): 0 and are involved in the HOPF-bifurcation at r : 24.74 (they shrink
towards C1V Czand will become too small to be drawn).

O(simple -stable period orbits) a o
t6orn in) l(chanqinq rather raoidM +

O(original homoclinic explosion) O(their positions) o
+(a0 + +

f(for) |(within)
O(" r = 13.926') a(" 14.5 < r < 24.5") a(strange -variantset) O(" r= 24.5 ") a o

|(involved in) |(shrinking towards) +
O(H0PF-bifurcation) Ofl C, v C, ") a
Semanlic-Aspeeß, HOPF-Bifurcation

:-i.:j, :t. i-r,:..,,:l.;;ii.i::llrii i iii::.:;ll'ic;tii,.

For trajectories in the range of r _.! ?,i "i,.l a phenomenon can be observed which is called pre-turbulence or
meta-stable chaos. Trajectories may wander chaotically near the strange invariant set for a very long time before
spirallingintoi'-', 'ii',,.Itdirectlyleadstothefirststrangeattractorofthedynamicalinformation-structure.
The proper development may shortly be sketched as follows.

O(trajectories) a a o
l(for) + +

O("rs22.4") o
OC r s 24.06 ") Ofl r< 24.06 ") o o

|(may wander chaotically near) I(- show) + +
f(show) +

O(strange -Yariant set) o I o ,
O(average preturbulence. time) o

O(preturbulent behaviou r) I I a
|(before spiralling into) +(interpretcd as) |(tends touards) + .l E

I

|(mapped into) f(leading to) |(when starting near) I + +
O(" C1 V C, ") O(meta-stable ehaos) O(-finity) O(itsetf) O(strange attractor) O('(x, y, z;= 9 "1 o o rt o a

Sernanfrb-Aspecß, from Prefurbulence to stranse Attractor

5"2.5. Süable and non-statrle Orbits involved in specific Bifurcations.

Periodic orbits can be otrserved for 1 < r { m, but stable orbits only will exist for r > 2g. Stable or non-stable
orbits with or without symmetry are involved in three types of bifurcations responsible for destructions and/or
further generation of orbits presumably with properties different from the initial ones.

O(stable period orbits) o
O(period orbits)

o

o
l(- found for) I(involved in) + +

f(found for)

a('r < 28 ") o
o("rQ100")

Udo E. Steinemann, SeltOqanization generates lnformation, 1510112019.
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Oflr?150")

Ofl200{r(m")
O(sadd le-node-bifurcation) a a a

O((symmetric saddle-node V symmetry.breaking)-bifurcation) a

tli

O(period-doublin g-bifurcation) o O o o
|(coalesces) +

t(may occur betlrßen) t(may disturb) +
|(makes) + +

O(stable periodic orbit) a
o

o
O(symmetric orbits) O(symmetry)

O(-stable periodic orbit) o O
l(-symmetric orbits) a in

O(2 stable -symmetric orbits) O(2 -stable -symmetric orbits)

O(-stable symmetric orbit) O(stable symmetric orbit)

f(to create)

t(to cause) I(can only occur in) +
l(to become) T +

O(stable symmetric orbit) O(-stable symmetric orbit)
O(saddle-node-bifurcation) O(-symmetric orbits a
O(-stable periodic orbit) e(stable periodic orbil o o

l(creating) + +
O(stable periodic orbit of double period) o

O(-stable periodic orbit of double period) O
Semanfrc-Aspecfs, §hblE periodic orbiß involved in Bifurcations

5.2.6. Generation and Annihilation of Orbits in Period-Doubling- and Saddle-Node-
Bifurcations.

Orbits are generated in cascades of period*doubling-windows, may change their stabilities/non-stabilities,
will possibly coalesce with ancient orbits in order to annihilate each other in final saddle-node-bifurcations. In
the following this kind of processing shall Lre demonstrated by a few selected examples.

5.2.6.L. The Cascade of (R2L n L2R)-Period-Doubiing \ilindows.

On base of the periodic orbits Rz L n L2 R an infinite series of succeeding (fi'2;;r** A (tr2R)r*- period-
doubling-bifurcations with a permanently increasing density is presented. The period-doubling-cascade resides
in the range 99.98 < r < 100.795. An infinite collection of stable periodic orbits left over from infinite number
period-doubling-bifurcations finally lost their stability.

O«R2L n L2R)-period-doublinq bifurcation) O(universal oropertv) o o
O(((R'L)')-period.doubling bifurcation) O(((LzRlz).period.doubling bifurcation)

O(-fi nite number of ((R211r"-{)-period-doubling-bifurcations)

O(-finite number of {{L2t rperiod.doubling-bifurcations)

O(symmetric pair of rsymmetric periodic (Rl1L A L'zR).orbits) o
O(-finite collection of -stable periodic orbits)

f(betv'reen)
+(with)

f(associated wtth) l(existins foÖ lfleft over from) + +
O(stable periodic (R2L)'orbit) O(-linite number of period.doubling.bifurcations) a

e(stable periodic (LzR).orbit) O(-finite sequence of bifurcations) o o
l(stable periodic ((R'zL)2).orbit) o

O(stable periodic ((L'zR)'z)-orbit) O
O(stable periodic ((R'zL)'?)'z).orbit)
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ffi+O(stable periodic (((L'?R)z)2)-orbit)

-lstalte periodic (R2L)to-{)-orbit) a(stablqttlq4tq$-'Elril}qlt0

O(stable periodic ((R2L)tnt)-orbit) O(stable periodic ((L'zR)H)-orbit)

l(exlst foö + + ltll
+|(happened in)

|(through) |(lost) lttt
o

f
O(" r>99.98 ") O(" r< 99.98 ) OC' rS 99.98 ") o(" r< 100.795 ") a o o

O('99.547<r<99.629') l.tot I

OC99.98<r<100.795")
f(defining)

@nuö4 o«l'$-period-doubling window)

O(imitof ratio " lr^-,-r^llfi--r^-,) ') o O

|(equalto) +(with) |(disappeadng in) + +' +
a(FEIGENBAUM-constant " 4.669201... ") O(stability) O

O(" r- " = value of q.th doublinq-bifurcation) O(simultaneous saddle-node bifurcation) o o
l(at) +

O(" r> 100.795 ") O(" r< 99.524) o
Semanfic-Aspe cts, (R2 L 

^ 
Lz R\-Pertod-Doubling-Cascade

5.2,6.2. Change of Orbit-Stability and Saddle*Node-Bifurcation in (R2l2)-Period:Doubling-
'lMindow.

In the example of (R2L2)-period-doubling-window a stable symmetric orbit is subjected to a symmetry-
trreaking saddle-node-bifurcation, loses its stability and additionally a pair of non-syxtmetric stable orbits is
created. The orbit-pair remains stable for some time and finaJly undergoes permanently simultaneous period-
doubling-bifurcations.

O(stable symmetric periodic (R2L2Forbit) a
O(symmetry breaking saddle-node bifurcation) O(-stable symmetric periodic (R'L')orbit) O

Ofi mitins-point for period-doubling-bifurcations)

t(stable for) tftappens at) l&ses) l(stillexists below) l(exists at) + + +
oa("'154.4 < r< 166.07 ") O(stabilit0 O(" r= 145') o

OC r< 154.4") o
lfin favour o0

O(pair of rsymmetdc periodic ß2l2)-orbits)

l(stable foÖ l(at)
OC' 148.2 < r < 154.4 ") O(" r < 148.2 ")

f (undergo permanently)

O(simultaneous perioddoubling bifurcations) [-T
Semanfic-Äspec ß, ( Rz Lzl - P e r io d - D o ub I in g -W in d ow

::."1 .:.-!".i., il ;lrr;!Il.ij I !ll:r,ii4il,--lli:,i;i;ir;. ',:

This doubling window involves the stable symmetric i; i. orbit which does not suffer annihilation in a saddle-
node-bifurcation. The window is not associated with intermitted chaos. The window is exactly like the i.!;: i,':i
window except tltat the final stable { if ;t,l* orbit which it produces does not suffel annihilation in a saddle-node-
bifurcation and exist for all a' ., :i i i,t. The specific property of semi-periodicity (in essence depends on the
specification of an orbit's period) can be observed in connection with some sequences of bifurcations. Semi-
periodicity can be observed at the lower end of the infinite sequence of period-doubling-bifurcations for any
period-doubling-wi ndow.

O(final RL-perioddoubling-window) o
O(-finite sequence of period-doubling-bifurcations) O(system-flow) o o

O(behaviour of trajectories) O(specific flow-properties) I lo a
|(lnvolves) |(accumulates at) +(at A below) ](considered for) + + +

O(stable symmetric Rl-periodic-orbit) o o
l(- sufferinq) J(exists foÖ l(- associated with) + +

O(annihilation in saddle-node bifurcation) O(sequence of bifurcations) o O
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O(" r> 313 ") O(" r= 214.364") O(intermittent chaos)

l(will show) l(becomes semi-periodic below)

O(semi-periodicity)

| +(below) l.(means) +(has to be considered belou0 
]

I O(numberof-stableperiodico6lts) O('197.6<r<215.364") O(period) l

I +tleftoverfrom) l(is)
I O(period-doubling-bifurcations) O(number of intersectione with appropriate plane in R3)

I l(ratherthan)
I o(turn-around time) o(period'r 2n, n = large'l) o{anype{9{{oqqqg,w,!qq' ,,,,,-

Qua,si on a higher level within semantic aspects it is interesting to observe that interactions take place
between period-doubling-bifurcations and homoclinic explosions. It is a complicated way by whiclt period-
doubling-windows and homoclinic explosions complement each other. Each homoclinic explosion may produce
orbits for several different period-doubling-windows and each period-doubling-window involves periodic
orbits produced in several different explosions.

There is a first homoclinic explosion producing the original strange invariant set. This set is initially non-
stable. At a certain ,.'- value the original invariant set becomes attracting, the ii-. and J'-'orbit go off to HOPF-
bifurcation and an infinite sequence of homoclinic explosions begins. In an initial phase homoclinic explosions
remove original periodic ortrits fr<lm the non-wandering set. Later on hooks appear in the return-maps and at
least some of the homoclinic explosions add new periodic orbits to the non-wandering söt. In this phase of the
development homoclinic explosions also remove original periodic orbits from the non-wandering set. They will do
this in order to provide all the periodic orbits needed for a period-doubling window, which ends with an original
periodic orbit being annihilated in a saddle-node-bifurcation. In addition, homoclinic explosions produce all the
periodic orbits needed for the final 3ii..- period-doubling-window which ends with the original symmetric fi:1,--
orbit after having obtained stable status.

O(" r = 13.929 ") O(" r = 100.795 ") O(" r > 30.1 ")

l(becomes) § I
l(produces)

O(-stable partner) O(orbits)
O(Rl-generated strange -variant set)

O(original -stable strange -vadant set)

l(in) *(with) *(foO l(becomes attracting foO ä l
O(sadd le-node-bif u rcation)

O(pair of -symmetric (" RL A LR ").orbits)
o("r>24.6")

O(period-doubling-window)

l(specifying) t(used for) 
H l

|(involves)
O(high-end of {RL}-period-doubling-wtndov$

I .I./al\ |

I O(finalRl-perioddoubling-windorr4 
I

I Ollrigh.end of (R212)"perioddoubling.window) i

transformed to

o

o

§emanfic-Aspecß, Final RL-Period-Doubling-Window of 197.6 < r < a

l(at)

i l(produces) *(produced in) l(disappear in) 
|

o(-stable symmetric (RzL
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O(homoclinic explosions) o
l(to) l(from)

a(-wandering set) o
l(!n) +

a(" r = 54.6 ") O(stable orbits) O(" 24.06 < r < 30.1 ") o O a
Pragm atic-Aspec§, lnteractions between

Perio&Doubling-Biturcatians and homoclinic Explosions

:: .',i, . 1 . .i li i. i: r l.- I i i. t- (.,: l? i, { I i i;i,'.,:i.

Near the ends of period-doubling-windows the phenomenon of intermittency can be observed. Intermittency
or intermittent chaos starts from a laminar or periodic flow-behaviour with short bursts of chaos interrupted by
laminar or periodic phases. Finally the flow behaviour will become laminar again.

5.3. Pragmatic Aspects.

From the information founded and dynamically extended in the LORENZ-system's self-organization
syntactical, parts of semantic aspects have been considered so far. The syntactical aspects (consisting of
fundamental entities with their interrelationships) could mainly be derived from characteristics of the DGs-
system. Semantic aspects in essence are meaningful amalgamations in the generated information-flow and
comprehended sets of entities with their relationships limited appropriately by the actual context. Essential
highlights in a pragmatic sense which happen in the permanently developing information-structure are
comprehended under pragmatic aspects and are directly or indirectly depended on semantic aspects.

l,'..'i " ; :";i,t'l;;tr.l.,ir .'ir. t,i:"l.t,i:t,qri'.

One of these essentiat highlights in the LORtrNZ-system's process of self-organization is the original strange
attractor emerging at ?E .,'- r < .iii.2. Because no stable periodic orbits can be found for , .,. ..i..:1, all distances
among orbits on an appropriate return-plane become stretched due to the current properties of the actual
return-map and thus orbits are forced permanently to diverge with increasing numbers of revolutions (evolution
of orbits is sensitive on initial conditions), no strange attractor can be found in this region.

As soon as i -) i5 stable periodic orbits will come up and the distances among orbits begin to shrink under the
attracting property of the actual return-map. Orbits will intersect an appropriate plane in ; " with a CANTOR-

O(intermittent chaos) a
O(traiectcries) O0aminar intervals) O(chaos) a o o

O{periods between laminar intervals) a o
t(can be observed iust outside o0 +

l(causes) l(moving near to) l(ncrease with) l(decrease with) l(near to) l{finally retums to) I + + + +
O((R2Lz)-period-doubling-window) O«Rz L)-perioddoubling-window) a

O(increaseof " r") o O
J(at) lfuvft ile executins) +

O(" r ? 166.07 ') O(short chaotic burst) o
O{saddle-node bifurcation)

|(by disappearing) |(interrupted by) $(at) [(involving) +
O(stable symmetric (R2lz).periodic orbit) O(laminar behaviour) a

t(" r = 100.795') a«" R2L 
^ 

L2R ")-orbits

t(ocated at) l(in) +
O(intermittent threshold) o O a

tr(wander off and behave chaoticallv for) +
O(random sequence) O(some time.interval) O
t@efore retuming to) l(are proportionalto) + +

O(periodlc v laminar behaviour) o a
o(" (r-166.071112 ") o

§emantic-Aspecß, I nE r m itte n cy
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set of arcs, the attractor itself is formed by a CANTOR-set of sheets which intersect the return-plane through
the CANTOR-set of arcs and radiate out from a spine; spine and CANTOR-set of sheet will finally give to the

attractor the structure of CANTOR-book.
The strange attractor lacks orbits removed by HOPF-bifurcation, those with a period .:. ';-:,, of consecutive

.i,, ,,, ,'. and those removed by the original homoclinic explosion in comparison witlt the original strange invariant
set.

O(strange attractor)

O(-stable periodic orbits)

O(stable manifold of " (x, y, z) = 0l)
O(distances)

|(lacks)
O(orbits)

+( l) +(for) +( ,) +(

O(general attractor-points)

O(specific attractor-points)

O(countable infinity) O(-countable intlntlD

O(CANTOR-seI of sheets)

+(
af' 28< r< 30.2 ") O(" rS 28 ")
O(CANTOR-seI of convex arcs)

|(on) |(forced by) l(radiates out from)

O(appropriate retum-plane in R3)

l(in) l(leftoO l(rightof) l(
O(line " AD " through " (x,y,z) = 0 ")

|(are attracted by)

lünitially effected by) l(
f (symmetrical with respect to)

O(saddle-point " Cz ") O(saddle-point " Cr ")
O(stretching)

O(attraction) O(stable periodic orbits)

o(" (xy,z)= 0') o(-stable periodic orbits)

O(spine of a CAi'ITOR-book)

O(one-mys)

lffor)
o(" rs 28') a(" 28 < r< 30.2 ")

l(under) |(discloses) |(intemecting)
|(to form)

|(removed by)

O(-stable manifold of " Cz ")
O(-stable manifold of " C1 ')

O(sensitivity on initial conditions)

i a(rising stability) O(H0PF-biturcation) l

I f(application of return-map) l

f(returning back to)

|(demonstrated by) l(oD |(to intersect)

!t4sr!$@--------
) |(through)

|(compared with)
O(diverging of orbit pairs)

O(original homoclinic explosion)

O(' > 25 " consecutive " R v L ")
O(original strange -variant set)

O(periodic orbits) a(CANTOR-book)

, 
a(CANToR§gtof flcs)

Pragmatic-Aspects, Origin al stange Attactor

+(
+(

+(i
+(oD
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O(aftractor-size) .l.lol.--t--t-t- a .lol
O(strange attractor) oT lt

f(specified by) |(decreases for) f(increases for) |(eaches) |(contains) |(increases by) + +
f(decreases to) I I + +

O(maximum.number of revolutions) O(" 33 ) O(" 2 ) a(' 1 ) ol I lo a a
Ialo

rl
I

l+
-]--
.l

lo

O(homoclinic explosions) ttt I
l(ro0 + I I
+(a0 + +

|(reinstall) I
OC risht v left " of " AD ") O(some r-intervals) O(alternate r-intervals) o I

Ofl r = 30.2 ") O(" F = 47.5 I OC' r = 54.6 ") O(" r < 54.6 ") a I o o
O(trajectories) o
f(with up to) +

a(' 33 " consecutive " R v L ") o
Pragmatic-Aspecfs, Size of strange Attactor

The size of strange attractor can be measured by the maximum number of revolutions which may happen
right V left of line lD. The size of strange attractor may decrease or increase within various r-intervals.

One can derive rules on sequences :1, i: :. ) which describe the behaviour of orbits influence by the unstable
manifold of :, ":: ,:;.., ', ,, ij. They will change as soon as 'r' becomes a parameter-val.e of an homoclinic orbit. The
rules specify restrictions on sequences of explosions. For instance if ;"signals the existing of homoclinic explosion
at some : this may happen in consequence of another explosion at an alternate r or on a so-called destmctive
sequenceof homoclinicexplosions(when i'i.:r.:,.,;,-r::jilir:rilji.. changesto L:i.'t:: , ;'jil."ir:.f.;',li .).Thedestructive
sequence adds periodic i.ri , ,1. j -orbits of riglrt numbers and types appropriate for an infinite number of period-
doubling-windows terminating in saddle-node-bifurcations and thereby leaving stable periodic .ii;', orbits.
Destructive sequence of homoclinic explosions enables non-tromoclinic explosions too.

O(rules on svmbol seouence k(re)) a a
O(-destructive sequence of homoclinic explosions) I O o o

|(describe) l(change with) +(place) |(attended with adding of) +(-destroys) + + + +
O(behaviour of right-hand branches) o

O(combinatorial restrictions) a t-
O(periodic orbits) I I a a a

l(oD + I !

f(on) |(signals) |(changes) [(are) [(enables) + + + f
O(-stable manifold of " (x, y, z| = 0) ") a I I

O(sequences of explosions) O(k(re) = " RRRR... ") O(-homoclinic explosions) a I a
O(existence of homoclinic explosion at some " r ") O((R n L).orhits) O

|(producing) I
O(-finity of periodic orbits) I I o

f(passes) |(according to) f(implies) +(to) +(with) f(-produced by) + + + +
O(" r "of homoclinic orbit) O(probable existence of explosion al alternate " r ") I

O(increase of " r ) O(k(r) = " RLRL... ")l(homoclinic explosions from sequence) a a O
O(right number and types) O a

|(appropriate for) + +
O(-finite number of period-doubling-windows) O(period-doubling.windows) o o

|(terminating in) f(leaving) l(puttogetherinto) + +
O(saddle-nod+bifurcation) O(stable symmetric periodic Rl-orbits) o o

O(stranqe -variant set)

l(suitable for)
O(destruction in homoclinic hifurcation)

Pragmatie-Aspec8, Rules on homoclinic Explosions and involved Orbiß

5.3.3. Extra Period-Doubling-Windows.
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There exists an infinite number of period-doubling-windows which do not involve original periodic orbits.
These start at r = 30.1 (as the windows do which involve original periodic orbits) and continue up to r * 500.
These extra-period-doutrling-windows happen in predictable sequence, they will not fit into the general
sequence of period-doubling-windows which involve original orbits. One or more extra-period-doubling-
windows mäy occur concurrently with one another or with a period-doubling window which involves an original
orbit. But these windows will not occur at r-values which are occupied by windows involving original orbits.

Period-doubling-windows can be divided into 2 kinds, those that involve periodic orbits that existed in the
original inyariant set and those that do not.

t. r " {"-lc.;{:-r-:} ;x r;i r.., ra "

Beyond information introduced by SHANNOI{ and WARVER as a matter of statistics only, without any
attempt to give an interpretation of what one has been informed about, these discussions shall direct the view on
information as meaning being the important part in extending knowledge, meaning as outcome from the
dynamics of a self-organizing system. Self-organizing systems can be found e.g. in physics, chemistry or biology,
acting far from thermo-dynamical equiiibrium with respect to pseudo-stable internal states. These systems
most often can be described in a mathematical form with DG's acting on variables representing physical entities
modified by parameters representing the influence of the outside world.

Tltis kind of system accept initial conditions as stimuli for its internal dynamics which takes place as
integration-steps on system-variables modified by environmental parameters. A self-organizing system takes
the stimuli as its input. reflects (on base of its internal algorithm) about its actual situation by having its total
history in mind and finally comes up with an appropriate answer. Any time it reports atrout its actual situation
and generates hereby - in the fullest sense of the word - new information. In every evolution-step the system is
creating something completely new on a regular base, nothing what was known before or earlier prepared. The
answer thus becomes as outcome a lawful addendum to an (empty or regular) information-structure of the
proper self-organizing system. This information-structure consists of ,l levels in hierarchical order, syntactical
aspects on lowest level, semantic on top of it and pragmatic on top semantic aspects.

The type of self-organiziug systems considered above, are mathematically described by ,ar. differential-
equations of first order in time with ri time-dependent variables representing physical entities. The variables are
cortpled and modified by {l ":: i.i ':: iz parameters appropriate for a simulation of environmental influences acting on
the system. From this class of systems the LORENZ-system - first considered by E. It{. LORtrNZ ;;, j in 1963 -
was selected because of the extensive numerical investigations done by C. SPARROW i:{i with its special focus on
the system's data-structure. LORENZ-system describes a fluid-cell warmed up from below and cooled down
from above mathematically represented by ,; DG's of a kind just mentioned in - (scaled by a rectangular
coordinate-system) with 3 variables (representing warm-air-properties), each of them is increasing/decreasing
into one of the coordinate-directions. The variables are modified by proportions .-r. .',, 

'' 
of the PRANDTL- and

RAYLEIGH-values (respectively) and physical proportions r'; of the considered region. The system's data-
structure - as mentioned above - has to be understood as information-structure, whose syntactical aspects can
be obtained on base of system's mathematical characteristics by theoretical considerations only. To explain
semantic and pragmatic aspects of the LoRENz-information-stmcture. SPARROW's investigations ji,;l have to
beinspectedbutarenotrequiredintlreirfu1lcontents.Partsfor
himself had this parameter-range considered in 1963 already - are sufficient enough to show the essentials.

Semantic aspects like:

- Residence of structure-elements and system-immanent dynamic properties,

- Stability of stationary points, original homoclinic orbits and explosion,
- HoPF-bifurcation,
- Preturbulent behaviour,

- Stable and non-stable orbits involved in specific bifurcations,
- Generation and annihilation of orbits in period*doubling- and saddle-node-bifurcations,
- Interactions between period-doubling-bifurcations and homociinic explosions or
- Intermittent chaos
arise from syntactical entities by the dynamics of the self-organizing system. During these processes appropriate
entities are grasped up and extended in regard to their properties suitable to form a significant and meaning kind
of amalgamations.

Pragmatic aspects like:
- Strange attractor,
- Cumulative effect on numbers and types of periodic orbits or
- Extra period-doubling-windows
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will be directly or indirectly delivered from semantic aspects as outstanding highlights in the view of an actual
analysis versus this kind of self-organization - therefore they are called pragmatic ones -. In this sense the
strange attractor e.g. has to be understood as such an outstanding highlight in N. MCBRIDE's analysis [6].

jt" ir? t,:it:§'{.: *3 {.l{rli.
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